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OVERVIEW

Elevate your infrastructure delivery and elevate your operational performance
with state-of-the-art cloud-based technology that’s uniquely designed for the
needs of infrastructure project owners. CitiriOS empowers you and your team
to efficiently manage all your essential owner scope responsibilities, from
project selection to ORAT and operational readiness, through O&M handover
with streamlined processes to minimize operational disruptions and maximize
operational readiness.

Reduce Risk and Increase Resiliency

CitiriOS is build on the world’s most trusted SaaS platform with
enterprise-grade security provided, managed and safeguarded by
Salesforce, a leading Fortune 500 company. Enhance compliance
with robust, audit-ready controls, workflows and documentation.

Guided Workflows & Built-In Best Practices



Start with an embedded framework of best practices that have been
automated to easily guide teams through seamless processes proven
to deliver maximum results. Gain confidence from knowing you’re
doing everything it takes to be successful.

Integrate with Existing Technology and
Extend

CitiriOS has robust APIs to integrate with the technology you
already have and that you might buy in the future. The platform
includes modules for all of an infrastructure project owner’s scope
and is highly configurable and adaptable to expand as your needs
grow.

See CitiriOS in Action

Uniquely Built for Project Owners

Purpose Built for Owners

Trusted, Proven Platform

Incorporates the Latest Technology

Robust Integrations

Built to Help You Achieve Operational Excellence

Eliminate the Risk and Inefficiency of Spreadsheets



How CitiriOS Does Owner Scope Management



Operations-Based Advanced Work Packaging

Organize, measure, and manage the same way you operate

Capture and organize functional requirements with ease

Easily integrate and link packages to construction milestones



Set function-specific notifications for any event

Easily communicate progress, risks and issues

One System for Everything You Do

One platform connecting teams, executives, and stakeholders

Automate Workflows

Document Generation

Intelligent Analytics

GIS Mapping Capabilities

Mobile

Power-Up Digital Twins and Asset Management

Seed or transfer robust data to your digital twin

Electronically transfer high-quality data to your asset management
system

Track asset maintenance and condition history during construction

Verify and Validate Attic Stock, Spare Parts and More

Capture and Share O&M Manuals, Test & Balance Reports,
Drawings, Photos, Videos and More



Unparalleled Visibility and Actionable Insights

Real-time visibility

AI-powered analytics provide actionable insights

Automatic report and dashboard distribution

Predictions

Recommended Actions

Ready to get started?
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